Background {#Sec1}
==========

Colon adenocarcinoma (COAD) is a type of malignant tumor of the digestive tract, which can be subdivided into right COAD and left COAD according to location. According to a WHO report in 2018, COAD is the third most common adenocarcinoma worldwide, and 1.8 million COAD cases were diagnosed in 2018 (10% of all tumors). Adenocarcinoma of the colon is relatively common in both men and women. There were 881,000 patients who died of COAD in 2018 \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. Recently, many studies have shown that the immune microenvironment plays an important role in the process of tumors \[[@CR5]\], such as the CCR (cinnamoyl-CoA reductase) family and the CCL (CCR-like protein) famil y\[[@CR6]\], and transcription factors can regulate this process \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\], but the research on the immune microenvironment in the field of COAD still needs further exploration. Compared with the single genes predicting the prognosis of cancer patients, multigene models can more accurately predict the prognosis of cancer patients, so the building of a multigene model related to the tumor microenvironment has become the focus of this research \[[@CR9]\].

With the development of various network databases \[[@CR10]\], such as clinical database TCGA (<https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/>) \[[@CR11]\], immune gene database IMMPORT (<https://www.immport.org/shared/home>) \[[@CR12]\], TIMER (<https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/>) \[[@CR13]\], and transcription factor database Cistrome (<http://www.cistrome.org/>) \[[@CR14]\], we can find the immune genes related to the prognosis of COAD through data analysis methods such as limma package (<http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/limma.html>) \[[@CR15]\]. Cox regression analysis is used to build a risk score model of immune genes related to prognosis. Seven immune genes building this model are SLC10A2 (solute carrier family 10 member 2), CXCL3 (C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 3), IGHV5-51 (immunoglobulin heavy variable 5-51), INHBA (inhibin subunit beta A), STC1 (stanniocalcin 1), UCN (urocortin), and OXTR (oxytocin receptor). We define the sample with the highest risk score of 50% as the high-risk group and the sample with the lowest risk score of 50% as the low-risk group. Subsequent studies will combine relevant clinical data to further compare the differences between the two groups.

The result of this study is we built a multigene model related to the immune microenvironment, which can predict the prognosis of COAD patients. These seven immune genes may provide potential therapeutic targets for clinical treatment of COAD.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Gets the relevant data from the network database {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------

Obtaining COAD gene expression data and clinical data from the TCGA (<https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/>) database, immune gene names were obtained from the IMMPORT (<https://www.immport.org/shared/home>) database, and immune genes were screened from the downloaded data. Transcription factor data from the Cistrome (<http://www.cistrome.org/>) database and tumor microenvironment-related gene infiltration data were obtained from the TIMER (<https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/>) database.

Acquisition of differentially expressed genes of interest {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------

Using the R script (Gene.diff.R) to obtain differentially expressed genes of interest, then, the differential expression analysis of immune genes uses R script (immuneGene.immuneDiff.R), and the screening condition is LogFC (log fold change) \> 2 and FDR (false discover rate) \< 0.05. Then, differentially expressed transcription factors were analyzed using R script (immuneGene.TFdiff.R), and the screening conditions were LogFC \> 1 and *P* \< 0.05.

Obtain immune genes related to the survival prognosis of COAD patients {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Univariate Cox regression analysis was performed on the differentially expressed immune genes obtained by the above method and the clinical data of COAD patients, and then, the immune genes related to the prognosis of COAD patients were obtained. The screening conditions are *P* \< 0.01 and hazard ratio ≠ 1(immuneGene.uniCox.R).

Calculation of risk score and independent prognostic analysis {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

First, through univariate Cox regression analysis, the immune genes related to the prognosis of COAD are obtained and then through multivariate Cox regression to find the immune genes that can build the risk score model (immuneGene.multiCox.R). Risk score = ExpmRNA1 × coefmRNA1 + ExprmRNA2 × coefmRNA2 +···+ ExpmRNAn × coefmRNA. "Exp" indicates the expression level of the gene; "coef" indicates the correlation coefficient of the gene. Finally, we combined clinical data and used immuneGene.uniIndep.R and immuneGene.multiIndep.R for univariate independent prognostic analysis and multivariate independent prognostic analysis.

Immune genes will draw the interaction network of transcription factors {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Mapping the interaction network of immune genes and transcription factors using R script (immuneGene.TFcor.R) and Cytoscape \[[@CR16]\], the screening conditions are Cor = 0.4 and *P* = 0.01.

Analysis of clinical correlation of 7 genes (building of risk scoring model) {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We correlate the risk score with clinical data and analyze and make the corresponding models. Building of Kaplan-Meier curve (K-M) uses R script (immuneGene.survial.R); the building of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) model uses R script (immuneGene.ROC.R); the building of risk curve uses R script (immuneGene.riskPlot.R); clinical correlation was built using R script (immuneGene.clincialCor.R), and the immune cell correlation graph was built using R script (immuneGene.immuneCor.R). The K-M curve is used to express the relationship between risk scores and patient survival data. *P* \< 0.05 is considered statistically significant. The ROC curve is used to indicate the sensitivity of the model. 0.5--0.7 means the sensitivity is acceptable, 0.7--0.9 means the sensitivity is good, and \> 0.9 means the sensitivity is excellent.

Correlation analysis between samples and tumor microenvironment {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Twenty samples from the top 10 and the bottom 10 of the risk score were selected to analyze the cells composed of the tumor microenvironment. The TIMER database was used for this analysis and draw (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} is drawn using R script (immuneGene.immuneCor.R).

Result {#Sec10}
======

Acquisition of immune DEGs and differentially expressed transcription factors {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The research team downloaded clinical data and gene expression data of 385 COAD patients from the TCGA (<https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/>) database and obtained differentially expressed genes (DEGs) through screening (screening conditions: LogFC \> 2 and FDR \< 0.05) (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b). The IMMPORT (<https://www.immport.org/shared/home>) database contains the names of a large number of immune genes. We obtain the differentially expressed immune genes through the intersection of the immune gene names and DEGs (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d). The transcription factor names were obtained from the Cistrome (<http://www.cistrome.org/>) database and then screened for eligible transcription factors from DEGs. The screening conditions for transcription factors are LogFC \> 1 and *P* \< 0.05. The volcano and heat maps were drawn (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, f). Fig. 1Flow chart of this studyFig. 2**a** Heat map of genes expression. **b** Volcano map of genes expression. **c** Heat map of immune genes expression. **d** Volcano map of immune genes expression. **e** Heat map of transcription factors expression. **f** Volcano map of transcription factors expression

Building of the prognostic-related immune gene model and the interaction network of prognostic-related immune genes and transcription factors {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Univariate Cox regression analysis was used to study the differentially expressed immune genes related to survival prognosis. The results showed that there are 12 immune genes that are closely related to the prognosis of COAD (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). Cor = 0.4 and *P* = 0.01 screening criteria were used to establish the interaction between immune genes and transcription factors, and network diagrams were made (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Details of the regulatory relationship between transcription factors and the immune genes associated with COAD prognosis are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The results showed that 8 immune genes are closely related to the regulation of transcription factors and belong to positive regulation. Fig. 3**a** Forest plot of 12 immune genes associated with survival prognosis in patients with COAD. **b** Regulatory network of immune genes and transcription factors related to the prognosis of COAD. The circles represent immune genes (green represents a downward adjustment, and red represents an upward adjustment), and the triangles represent transcription factorsTable 1Details of the regulatory relationship between transcription factors and immune genesTFImmune geneCor*P* valueRegulationE2F1NOX4− 5.63E−011.14E−06NegativeINHBA− 5.26E−013.04E−05NegativeSTC1− 4.67E−012.17E−03NegativeVIP− 4.71E−011.75E−03NegativeFOSL1INHBA4.67E−012.16E−03PositiveSTC14.67E−012.18E−03PositiveVIP4.57E−012.01E−06PositiveOXTR4.85E−017.00E−04PositiveHOXC11SLC10A29.34E−013.98E−10PositiveKLF4CXCL35.15E−017.63E−05PositiveNOX4− 4.96E−013.09E−04NegativeLEF1SLC10A24.87E−015.95E−04PositiveCXCL3− 4.56E−014.22E−03NegativeNOX44.82E−018.60E−04PositiveINHBA4.84E−017.51E−04PositiveVIP4.65E−012.56E−03PositiveMYBL2NOX4− 5.45E−015.71E−06NegativeINHBA− 5.31E−012.01E−05NegativeSTC1− 4.53E+014.94E−03NegativeVIP− 4.58E−013.75E−03NegativeMYH11CXCL3− 4.58E−013.80E−03NegativeNOX44.55E−014.44E−03PositiveCCL196.40E−011.84E−10PositiveINHBA4.80E−019.71E−04PositiveSTC14.68E−012.04E−03PositiveVIP7.22E−015.91E−20PositiveSALL4SLC10A26.22E−011.66E−09PositiveCXCL3− 4.84E−017.37E−04NegativeINHBA4.70E−011.81E−03PositiveSPIBCCL194.77E−011.17E−03PositiveTFAP2ASTC14.49E−016.26E−03Positive

Calculation of immune gene risk score and building of survival prognosis model {#Sec13}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 12 immune genes (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a) related to the survival prognosis of COAD patients obtained by univariate Cox analysis were included. Then, using multivariate Cox regression analysis, the screening conditions were *P* \< 0.05 and hazard ratio (HR) ≠ 1, and 7 immune genes were eligible and included for further calculation of risk score. We define the sample with the top 50% of the risk score as the high-risk group and the sample with the bottom 50% of the risk score as the low-risk group. Subsequent studies will further compare the differences between the two groups. Among the immune genes related to survival prognosis, 7 immune genes are closely related to the composition of risk score, which are SLC10A2, CXCL3, IGHV5-51, INHBA, STC1, UCN, and OXTR (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}); this is also the key immune gene that we will study later. According to the median risk score, the risk score is divided into two groups. Survival and surmiser packages in R were used to correlate risk score with survival prognosis and draw the Kaplan-Meier survival curves. The results showed that *P* = 8.876e−04. The survival prognosis of the high-risk group was significantly worse than that of the low-expression group (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). The survivalROC package of R language is used to draw the ROC curve. The results show that the AUC of the ROC curve = 0.749 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). Detailed data on the survival rates of high- and low-risk patients are shown in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Details of the seven immune genes used to build the risk score modelIdCoefHRHR.95LHR.95H*P* valueSLC10A20.651.9161.2033.050.006CXCL3− 0.0190.9810.9640.9980.033IGHV5-510.0021.00211.0030.005INHBA0.0461.0471.0031.0930.038STC10.0581.0590.9911.1330.092UCN0.4051.4991.1981.8760OXTR0.2291.2580.9961.5880.054Fig. 4**a** Kaplan-Meier survival curve of high-risk group and low-risk group. **b** ROC curve of survival prognosis model (0.5--0.7 means the sensitivity is acceptable, 0.7-0.9 means the sensitivity is good, and \> 0.9 means the sensitivity is excellent)Table 3Detailed data for high risk survival analysisTime (year)n.Riskn.EventSurvival (%)Std.errLower 95% CIUpper 95% CI0.26616710.9940.005970.982410.41916310.9880.00850.971410.42716010.9820.010450.961510.43615910.9760.012070.952210.47115810.9690.013480.94330.9960.51515410.9630.014790.93450.9930.58615010.9570.016020.92580.9890.62514910.950.017150.91720.9840.71814210.9440.018290.90840.980.79513610.9370.019430.89930.9750.82713410.930.02050.89030.9710.83813120.9150.022510.87240.9610.90712710.9080.023460.86340.9550.92612310.9010.02440.85430.951.00811710.8930.025380.84480.9441.04911210.8850.026380.8350.9381.08510810.8770.027380.82490.9321.10410610.8690.028340.81490.9261.16210110.860.029340.80450.921.1679910.8510.03030.79410.9131.2938810.8420.031460.78230.9061.3598110.8310.032750.76960.8981.47710.8210.034050.75650.891.7625710.8060.036370.73790.8811.8365310.7910.038740.71860.8711.8685210.7760.040870.69960.862.0364910.760.042990.68010.8492.2054610.7430.045120.660.8373.6931610.6970.061750.58580.8293.7841510.650.073050.52190.8114.6881010.5850.090170.43290.7925.066910.520.100920.35580.7615.233810.4550.107240.2870.7225.488710.390.109890.22480.6788.334310.260.129030.09840.688Table 4Detailed data for low risk survival analysisTime (year)n.Riskn.EventSurvival (%)Std.errLower 95% CIUpper 95% CI0.24716710.9940.005970.98210.416110.9880.008550.97110.41915920.9750.012140.95210.56415410.9690.013620.9430.9960.66314810.9630.015020.9340.9920.91813810.9560.016450.9240.9880.97813310.9480.017830.9140.9841.21111410.940.019510.9030.9792.2527110.9270.02330.8820.9742.3516910.9130.026550.8630.9672.4636610.90.029540.8430.9592.9975210.8820.033660.8190.9513.1734310.8620.038630.7890.9413.1844210.8410.042810.7610.9294.093110.8140.049280.7230.9174.1183010.7870.05460.6870.9025.1531610.7380.069920.6130.8886.7811010.6640.094120.5030.8777.729710.5690.119250.3770.858

Immune gene risk curve mapping and independent prognostic analysis {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Using R language related codes to draw related pictures of the risk curve, the results showed that with the gradual increase of the immune gene risk value, the survival time of patients gradually decreased (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Heat map of related immune gene expression is shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c. Univariate independent prognostic analysis showed that the hazard ratio of risk score was 1.033 (1.018--1.049) and *P* \< 0.001. Multivariate independent prognostic analysis showed that hazard ratio of risk score was 1.026 (1.011--1.042) and *P* \< 0.001 (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Risk scores are clinically and statistically significant. Fig. 5**a** Risk curve of risk score growth trend. **b** Diagram of the relationship between risk score and patient survival time. **c** Building of a heat map of immune genes in the risk score modelFig. 6**a** Forest plot of univariate Cox regression analysis between immune genes and clinical data constituting the risk score model. **b** Forest plot of multivariate Cox regression analysis between immune genes and clinical data that constitute the risk score model

Correlation analysis of immune genes and clinical data {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the correlation between the 7 immune genes that make up the immune score and clinical data, using the R language beeswarm package. The results showed that there were statistically significant correlations between seven immune genes and clinical data, namely, CXCL3, OXTR, and STC1 (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Among them, the expressions of CXCL3 were statistically significant in correlation with stage, while the expressions of OXTR and STC1 were statistically significant in correlation with T. CXCL3 also has significant difference in N and M. In T1--2, the tumor invades the submucosa, or the tumor invades the muscularis intestinal wall; in T3--T4, the tumor infiltrates the muscularis laminae and reaches the subserosa, or the tumor has penetrated the peritoneum; in N0, no regional lymph node metastasis; in N1--3, there is metastasis in regional lymph nodes; in M0, the tumor has no distant metastasis; in M1, the tumor has distant metastasis. Stages I, II, and III are early colon cancer, and stage IV is advanced colon cancer. Fig. 7Correlation analysis of genes (building a risk score model) and clinical data. **a** Correlation analysis between CXCL3 and M. **b** Correlation analysis between CXCL3 and N. **c** Correlation analysis between CXCL3 and COAD stage. **d** Correlation analysis between OXTR and T. **e** Correlation analysis between STC1 and T. T1--2, the tumor invades the submucosa, or the tumor invades the muscularis intestinal wall; T3--T4, the tumor infiltrates the muscularis laminae and reaches the subserosa, or the tumor has penetrated the peritoneum; N0, no regional lymph node metastasis; N1--3, there is metastasis in regional lymph nodes; M0, the tumor has no distant metastasis; M1, the tumor has distant metastasis; stage, the stage of colon cancer. Stages I, II, and III are early colon cancer, and IV is advanced colon cancer

Correlation analysis of risk score and tumor microenvironment cells {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Correlation analysis was performed between the risk score assessed by our research and immune microenvironment genes, and the results showed that in CD4, CD8, dendritic, macrophage, and neutrophil cells, as the risk score increased, the expression levels of these genes became upward. And it has statistical significance *P* \< 0.05. Correlation analysis of our risk value model with some widely recognized genes that constitute the immune microenvironment showed that CD4, CD8, dendritic, macrophage, and neutrophil cells were positively correlated with the risk score model. As the risk score increases, so does the expression of these genes (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 8Correlation analysis between the expression of immune microenvironment cells and risk score. **a** Correlation analysis between B cells and risk score. **b** Correlation analysis between CD4 cells and risk score. **c** Correlation analysis between CD8 cells and risk score. **d** Correlation analysis between dendritic cells and risk score. **e** Correlation analysis between macrophage cells correlation and risk score. **f** Correlation analysis between neutrophil cells and risk score

Correlation between risk score model and tumor microenvironment {#Sec17}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the difference in immune cell content between samples with high risk score and samples with low risk score, we selected 20 sets of samples, which were selected from the 10 samples with the highest risk score and the 10 samples with the lowest risk score, through the EPIC database. Calculate the difference in the amount of their direct immune cells, the results showed that in 10 samples with high risk score, the content of cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) cells was significantly higher than that with 10 samples with low risk score. From this, we can know that CAFs cells play an important role in risk score (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 9**a** Comparison of immune cell differences between 10 groups of high risk score samples and 10 groups of low risk score samples, each color represents a different cell type. **b** The expression of immune cells differs between 10 groups of high risk score samples and 10 groups of low risk score samples. **c** Immune cell correlation matrix, the positive correlation is red, and the negative correlation is blue

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

The flow of this study is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We searched the TCGA (<https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/>) database for 385 cases of COAD and downloaded them. The clinical data and gene expression data in the download data were integrated, and the limma package of R language was used to extract differentially expressed genes (DEGs). Using the immune gene names provided by IMMPORT (<https://www.immport.org/shared/home>), we can easily screen out the differential gene immune genes from DEGs. In the same way, we download the names of transcription factors from the Cistrome (<http://www.cistrome.org/>) database and screen out the differentially expressed transcription factors from DEGs (screening conditions: LogFC \> 2 and FDR \< 0.05). We then conduct further analysis of differentially expressed immune genes (screening conditions: LogFC \> 2 and FDR \< 0.05) and differentially expressed transcription factors (screening conditions: LogFC \> 1 and FDR \< 0.05). The differentially expressed immune genes were analyzed by univariate Cox regression using the survival package of R language and clinical data to obtain immune genes related to prognosis. Prognostic-related immune genes are as follows: SLC10A2, CXCL3, NOX4, CCL19, IGHG1, IGHV5-51, IGKV1-33, INHBA, STC1, UCN, VIP, and OXTR (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). We performed an interaction network analysis of prognostic-associated immune genes and differentially expressed transcription factors, and the results are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b. Analysis results show that the regulatory network functions are mainly concentrated in optic vesicle morphogenesis and regulation of leukocyte adhesion to arterial endothelial cells, but more specific mechanisms need further study \[[@CR17]\].

We excluded samples with a survival time of less than 90 days from the downloaded clinical data and assessed the survival prognosis by the level of risk score. The results showed that patients with high risk score had significantly worse survival prognosis than patients with low risk score, *P* = 8.876e−04 (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). The ROC curve showed that AUC = 0.749, and the risk score and prognosis model were more reliable (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). This allows us to group patients according to the risk scores in clinical work to predict their prognosis. According to Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} a and b, we can find that as the risk score increases, the survival time of the patient decreases. The heat map of Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c also shows that the genes that build the risk score have higher expression levels in the high risk score array. We included clinical data on COAD and the risk score evaluated in this study into the Cox regression analysis. The results showed that stage, T, M, N, and risk score were statistically significant and clinically significant in the survival prognosis of the patients in the univariate Cox regression analysis. However, in the results of multivariate Cox regression analysis, age, stage, T, and risk score have statistical significance and clinical significance. Based on the analysis of the seven genes and clinical data used to build the risk score model, the results show that the expression of CXCL3 gene in M, N, and stage is higher than that in late stage. This is likely to be related to the mechanism of the immune microenvironment \[[@CR18]\]. Studies on the immune microenvironment have shown that some genes that build the immune microenvironment can promote tumor progression (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Some cells that make up the tumor microenvironment, such as B, CD4, CD8, dendritic, macrophage, and neutrophil cells, have been shown in research to be correlated with the survival prognosis of many types of tumor patients \[[@CR9]\]. We downloaded the data of these cells through the TIMER (<https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/>) database and performed correlation analysis with the risk score model we built. The results showed that the expression of CD4, CD8, dendritic, macrophage, and neutrophil cells increased with the increase of the risk score. This also confirms on the side that the risk score model we built has a certain predictive ability for the clinical prognosis of patients.

The formation of the tumor microenvironment is closely related to the occurrence and development of tumors \[[@CR9]\]. By studying the cells that constitute the tumor microenvironment, we can effectively find many cells or genes that are closely related to the clinical prognosis of patients. To evaluate the difference in immune cell content between samples with high risk score and samples with low risk score, we further evaluated them in the EPIC database. We selected 20 sets of samples, which were selected from the 10 samples with the highest risk score and the 10 samples with the lowest risk score, which passed the EPIC database \[[@CR19]\]. Calculate the difference in the amount of their direct immune cells, the results showed that in 10 samples with high risk score, the content of CAFs cells was significantly higher than that with 10 samples with low risk score. From this, we can know that CAFs cells play an important role in risk score. The related literature reports that cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are the main cell types in the tumor stromal. CAFs usually promote tumor progression by inducing cell proliferation, inflammation, blood vessel growth, and metastasis. We judged that the content of CAFs is also an important indicator to increase the risk score \[[@CR20]\].

In this study, we built an immune gene risk score model for 385 COAD patients through correlation analysis. Through a series of analyses of the disease, it was found that the risk score is closely related to the survival prognosis of patients. In future clinical treatments, we can use the risk score model to effectively predict the survival prognosis of patients with COAD, and we can do targeted immunotherapy for 7 immune genes (SLC10A2, CXCL3, IGHV5-51, INHBA, STC1, UCN, and OXTR) that constitute the risk score to improve the prognosis of patients and improve the treatment effect.

Bile acids, especially secondary bile acids, can promote the development of colorectal cancer, and SLC10A2 can promote this process \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]. CXCL3 is related to the occurrence and development of prostate cancer, colon cancer, and breast cancer. There are also reports in the literature that the effect of suppressing the development of colon cancer can be achieved by immunosuppression of CXCL3 \[[@CR23]--[@CR27]\]. INHBA has a significant relationship with the occurrence and development of gastric, esophageal, and ovarian cancers, and studies have reported that the immunosuppressive treatment of INHBA can reduce the rate of deterioration of gastric and ovarian cancers \[[@CR28]--[@CR30]\]. STC1 can promote the metastasis of colon cancer \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\].

Conclusion {#Sec19}
==========

We download data for COAD, immune genes, and transcription factors through a series of bioinformatics databases. A risk score model of COAD immune genes was built. Through a series of clinical correlation analysis, it was found that 7 immune genes (SLC10A2, CXCL3, IGHV5-51, INHBA, STC1, UCN, and OXTR) were correlated with clinical prognosis and risk score of patients with COAD. These seven immune genes may provide potential therapeutic targets for clinical treatment of COAD.
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